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TRRREACTMZT!YBALANCEINTRBMSRE
J. R. Engei

'

8. .E; Prince
-.
ABSTRACT

Reactivity balances have been calculated for the MSREsince
the start of power operation. After an initial period of manual
calculations while the computer was being set up, machine calculations were started which are now routinely performed 'every
5 minutes while the reactor is in operation. The calculations
are carried out by an on-line (Bunker-Ramo.Model340) camputer
using current values of reactor parameters such as temperature,
power, and control-rod positions.
All the known factors that
have significant reactivity effects are computed and,a"residual
reactivity required to keep.the reactor just critical
is evaluated.
Early results showed that the 13?Xepoisoning in the MSRB
(w 0.3$ Sk/k at 7.2 Mw) was lower than was expected and results
during xenon transients were used to construct a model to describe the xenon behavior. Subsequent results have been used.
to monitor the'reactor operation for the appearance of anomalous
reactivity*effects.
After the equivalent of 95 days' operation
at maximumpower, the residual reactivity
is + 0.05 f 0.04$
6k/k. This indicates excellent agreement between the predicted
and observed behavior of the reactor.
No significant anomalous effects have been observed.
~.
Prior to the start of reactor operation, a limit of + 0.5s
6k/k was imposed on the residual reactivity as acriterion
for
critical
operation of the reactor.
This limit has not been
approached.
INTROIXICTION
The availability
of an on-line digital computer for the-purpose of
data logging and routine computations for the MSREhas made feasible the
continuous monitoring of the important reactivity effects associated with
power operatfon-of .-the reactor.:~ Steady power operation requires that a
balance be maintained between the rate of production of neutrons from
fission and their rate of disappearance due to absorption and leakage to
the surroundings. The react'ivity is a quantity introduced to describe
physical situations in which these rates do not balance. It is convenient

2
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to express this quantity as the algebraic fraction of the production rate
which equals the net rate ,of accumulation (+) or depletion (-) of neutrons
in the entire reactor, i.e.,
Reactivity

Rate - Total Depletion
= Total Production
Total Production Rate

Rate

.

In one sense, therefore, the reactivity makes its appearance physically
only when the reactor power level is changing. At steady power, the,reactivity must be .zero, and any attempt to ascribe separate reactivity
components -(both positive and negative) to the steady state is merely a-.,
convenient bookkeeping device. If we use this device to monitor the reactor operation and find that the algebraic sum of the calculated components
$s not zero, this may mean either that the calculations of the individual
known effects are in error, or that there are unknown, or anomalous changes
occurring in the neutron reaction rates which are not accounted for in the
calculations.
Power operation of the reactor is a complex situation.where
many effects are simultaneously influencing the neutron reaction'rates.
The device of separating the effects according to a reactivity
scale
allows individual experiments or computations to be used as ,an.aid in
interpreting the whole process. Thus, continuous monitoring of the'component reactivities
serves both to test our confidence in individual
measurementsand, potenttilly,
as a means of detecting and interpreting
anomalous changes in the reaction rates during operation.
As an illustration
of these general considerations, we describe in
the followingsections
the basis and approximations used for the reactivity
balance calculation for the MS@. We emphasize at the outset that the
methods and quantitative results of analysis of MSRRoperation to date are
still subject to possible future modifications.
In discussing the results,
wherever~possible we will attempt to indicate the level of confidence
in present calculations of the individual reactivity
effects.

.&iii
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~SCRIETION OF TREREACTIVITYRALANCE
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The Reference Conditions
:
If we are to monitor changes in component reactivit;r effects during
operation, it.is advantageous to choose.a starting, or reference condition
which canbe defined by e~er.imental measurementwith relatively little
error or ambiguity. The reference conditions chosen for the present work correspond to the.just critical
reactor, isothermal at 1200°F, with fuel
circulating and free of fission products,- and with all three control rods
withdrawn to their upper limits (51 inches). The uranium concentration for
these conditions, as well as then increase in uranium concentration required
to compensate for a range -of control-rod insertions and isothermal temperature changes -8, established during a program of zero-power nuclear experiments carried out in the summerof 1965 (Ref. 1). In this program, inde-,
pendent.measurements of*control-rod reactivity worth (period':- differential
worth experiments and rod drop:+Aegral worth experiments) were used to
determine reactivity equivalents of uranium concentration changes and
isothermal temperature changes.
The General Reactivity

e
LJ
P

Balance Ecuation

The equation describing the ,general situation when the reactor,is
operating at some intermediate steady power level includes terms representing, relative to the reference state,
the total excess urapium added before increasing the power,
1.
the poisoning effect of the rod insert%ons, and
i.
3. the power and time-integrated power dependent effects of
changes in fuel and graphite temperature levels and spatial
.
distributions,
uranium burnup, and fission product buildup
(135xe, T4'Sm, lslSm, and non-saturating fission pro,ducts).
This list includes the most important effects of substantial power generation.
There are; however,. other -~known effects,of smaller magnitude arising
: from isotopic burriup which must be added to-this list.
These include;
1.. the burnout of the small amount of lithium-6 present in the
clean fuel salt,
""-

I
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2.

\

burnout of residual boron-10 from the unirradiated graphite
moderator,
production of plutonium-239 from absorptions in uranium-238,
3.
-and
4. ; Changesin the-concentrations of uranium-234 and 236‘in the
fuel salt due toneutron absorption.
There are, in addition, other known reactivity effects which can be shown
to be insignificant.in
the &Em, -such as photoneutron reactions in the
beryllium in the fuel salt, and several high-energy neutron reactions. '
This completes the list of‘ccmponent reactivity effects only Af we assume
that-the structural configuration of the graphite stringers and the associated matrix of fuel-salt channels undergo no significant changes during
the power-generating‘history of the core. If changes In the fuel-moderator
geometry-are induced,. for example by nonuniform temperature-expansion
effects
or cumulative radiationgdamage'effects on the graphite, this
'.
could appear as an iancnnalousreactivity‘effect,
not .explicitly accounted )
1
for in the reactivity balance.
There is substantial evidence that another special reactivity
effect
is of importance in the operation of the MSRE. This arises from the entrainment of helium-gas bubbles in the circulating fuel salt, through the
action of the xenon-stripping spray ring in the fuel-pump tank. ' These
minute, circulating helium bubbles would be expected to affect the.reactivity in two ways, by modifying the neutron leakage through an‘effective
reduction in the density of the fuel salt, and bycproviding an additional
sink for u5Xe, thereby reducing the effective xenon migration to the
graphite pores. (This will be discussed in greater detail in a,later
section.)
We can summarize the precedin@;discussion in the form of a general
equation for the reactivity balance. By using the symbol K(x) to repre- y
sent the algebraic value of the reactivity change due to component
..
: x, and
grouping terms &ich can.be treated similarly
in the calculations, one
<obtains:
Y L

5

f

0 = K(Rods) +-K(Excess =?J) + K(Temp.) + K(Power) + K(Samartum)
+ K(Xenon-135) + K(Rubbles)
+ K(Isotope Wornout)
+ K(Residua1)
(1)
The final term on the right hand side of the above equation includes any
small residual effects kn& to occur which are not explicitly
accounted
for rln the calculation (such as long-term effects of gadolinium burnup
on the control-rod reactivity),
effects of any ancxnalouschanges in the
graphite-fuel salt configuration, permeation of the graphite by salt, or
changes in fuel-salt composition. If, in addition, we consider each term
in Eq. 1 to represent our best estimate of the individual effect, rather
than the value we could compute tith perfect information, the final term
in Eq. 1 will also conta&~any residual‘reactivity
corrections due to
errors in calculating the other,terms.
In order 'to make this report
reasonably self-sufficient,
we will give a brief review of the basis of
calculation of each term of Eq. 1, in the order given.
Control-Rod Worth
Of the terms in Eq. 1,. the rod worth, the "zU reactivity worth, -and
the temperature-level reactivity effects [K(Temp.)], are based on zeropowerexperimental measurements. Because the uranium and temperature reactivity effects are.inferred from the control-rod calibration experiments,
and also because the magnitude of other known power-dependent reactivity
effects are evaluated according to the time variation of the-control-rod
position following a-change in power level, accurate knowledge of the rod.
worth is vital to the successful~interpretation
of the reactivity balance.
The control-rods were calibrated by means of rod bump-period measurements
'madewith the reactor at zero power (i.e.,
with negligfble temperature
feedback effects), and with the.fGel circulating pump stopped. These were
made during a period of uranium.additions sufficient
to vary the initial
critical
position of one rod (the regulating rod) over Its entire length
of travel.
At three intermediate 23zU concentrations, banked-insertions
of the two shim rod required to balance specified increments of withdrawal
of the regulating

rod were measured.- In this way, various combinations

I

6
of shim- and regulating-rod ins,ertions equivalent in their reactivity
poisoning effect were obtained. Rod-drop experiments were also performed
at three intermediate =%J concentrations.
In these experiments, the
equivalent integral negative reactivity insertion of the rod,- falling from
its fnitial critical position to its scram position was measured.lJ2
Agreement between the integral of the ~differential worth.measurements and.
the integral reactivity obtained d$rectly fram the rod-drop experiments
was found to be within 55 of the total negative reactivity~insertion
Involved in each experiment.
The reactivity vs position calibration curve for the regulating rod,.
and the results of the three experiments measuring .equivalent shim- and
regulating-rod combinations were next combined with a theoretical formula
for the reactivity worth,of an arbitrary shim-regulating rod configuration.
The theoretical formula-contained several parameters which were adjusted
so that the formula provided a least squares fit to the experimental,
measurements. Derivation of the formula for the rod worth and discussion
of its applications?e given in Ref. 3. The result of this analysis is
ShowninFigurel.
Rere, the solid sample points are taken from smooth
curves through the experimental data. As Figure 1 indicates, the smoothed
data could be fitted very closely with the theoretical rod-worthformula;
except for small errors at the extreme positions of the rods (full inserNo important restrictions
in.the use of the formula
tion or withdrawal).
arise from these errors, since its purpose is primarily for.interpolating'
for the reactivity worth of intermediate shim-regulating rod combinations
not specifically covered in the three groups of experiments described
above. It provides a convenient means of rapidly calculating the reactivity equivalent of the rod configuration during reactor operation, by .:means of the El+340 on-line computer. One restriction
in the practical
use of the formula on which Figure 1 is based should be noted, however.'
It should only be applied in regions of rod travel and excess reactivity
covered in the zero-power calibration experiments (i.e., magnitude of
reactivity
less than or equal to the worth of a single rod, moving through
51 inches of travel)i
Modifications of the least-squares formula would.be
required to cover a larger reactivity range.
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Excess-Uranium Reactivity

Worth

Relative to the reference conditions defined in the precedingpart
of this report, the total excess p% is equal to the amount added during
the zero-power experiments, minus the amount burned'during power operation
of the reactor, plus the amount added to re-enrich the fuel salt when the
burnup becomessufficient.*
Corrections must also be introduced for relative dilution'effects
each.time the reactor fuel.loop is drained and mixed
with the fuel salt "heel" remaining.in the drain tanks during operation.
The reactivity equivalent of the excess uranium was determined from
the zero-power experiments by measuring the amount of control-rod insertion
required to balance'each addition of 23%J, then using the independent calibration of reactivity vs position to determine the incremental reactivity
worthof the "5.
-Results of these measurements,l expressed in terms of a
+s
concentration coefficient of reactivity,
gave 0.223% increase in reactivity
for a l$ increase in "5v concentration.
This was within approximately 5%
agreement with the theoretical calculations of this quantity.
Temperature-Level Reactivity

Effect

Whenthe core temperature is maintained spatially uniform, a change
in this temperature can be related both experimentally and,theoretically
to .the core reactivity
in anunambiguous manner. The method used to
measure the isothermal temperature coefficient of reactivity
during the
zero-power experiments consisted of varying the .external heater inputs and
allowing the just critical
reactor to cool slowly and uniformly while
measuring the change in regulating-rod positionrequired
to maintain a
constant neutron level.
In these experiments, the fuel was circulating
and the system temperature was taken to be the average of a preselected
set of thermocouples distributed over the circulating system. The change
At the time of writing of this report, no further capsule additions
beyond those of the zero-power experiments have been made.'
-He

In the ensuing sections we will
to-represent reactivity.

often use the normal symbol, Sk/k,

‘
P

LJ
T

in rod position corresponding to the temperature change was converted to
These experiments
reactivity by again using the rod calibration curve.
measured the combined effect of~a uniform change in fuel and graphite
temperature. The,measured'tot.al isothermal temperature coefficient of
reactivity was -7.3 x 10e5 ("F'l).
Experiments were also performed to separate the component effect of
fuel and graphite temperatures. 1 This IELSdone by stopping the fuel circulating pump, raising the temperature of the circulating coolant salt as
well as the stagnant fuel salt-in the heat exchanger, then restarting the
fuel pump to pass'fuel salt that was hotter than the graphite through the
core. The reactorwas maintained critical
with the power level controlled
by the flux servo. The change in control-rod position and the output of a
thermocoupze in the reactor-vessel outlet was logged digitally at quartersecond intervals.
The value of the fuel coefficient obtained from these
experiments was -4.9 x low5 ("F-l), about 20s higher in magnitude than the
calculated fuel temperature coefficient.
These experiments, however, contained a relatively large band of uncertainty'due to the inherent difficulty in introducing proper time-dependent corrections.
Power Coefficient

of Reactivity

-At power levels.higher than about 10 k~ of heat, nonuniform nuclear
of temperaheating of the core occurs, and produces spatial distributions
ture in,the graphite and fuel salt characteristic
of the power level. The
reactivity
change, relative to a fixed uniform temperature level, is no
longer simply,related to a single.physically.measurable
temperature (or
even the average of several measured temperatures) in the circulating
is a cumulative effect of the entire
system, Rather, the reactivity
reactivity
temperature.field
in the core. This ,temperature-distribution

*

Interaction effects, i.e. effects of the temperature change on the
total rod worth, were.estimated from theoretical considerations to be
quite small.

10
effect, or steady-state power coefficient of reactivity,*
is somewhat
difficultto
estimate reliably for the MSRE,because it requiresaccurate
knowledge of the local heat deposition and temperature distributions
in
the graphite and salt and the contribution of these local effects to the.
neutron reaction rates. An approximate way of treating this,problem involves the use of a “nuclear average temperature," as described in Ref. 4.
In this method, the local temperature changes are multiplied by a weighting (importance) function which measures their effect on the net reac',
tivity,
then.integrated over the reactor core; Even if we assume that the
temperature distributions
in the fuel and core graphite can be calculated
accurately, one should note that the weighting procedure described.in
Ref, 4 may be intrinsically
in error, when applied to a small reactor core
such as the MSRE. Here the principal temperature reactivity effects arise
from changes in the neutron leakage. Although non-uniform temperature
changes induce expansion in fuel salt and graphite which do affect the reactivity according to the weighting procedure described above, they also
influence the thermal neutron spectrum in a more complex, non-local .
H
manner.
The power coefficient of reactivity for a fixed reactor outlet temperature was measured during the approach to power, by holding the reactor
'
outlet temperature at a preset value with the servo controller,
and measuring the control-rod response to the change in steady-state power level.
Since the reactivity response to the change in temperature distribution
is
essentially instantaneous, this effect can be separated from the slower
power-dependent reactivity effects such as xenon-135 and samarium-149. The
The temperature distributions
in fuel and graphite are determined by
the total power level and the mode of temperature level control (the reactor
outlet fuel temperature is servo-controlled in the MSRR). Since the power
level is an input variable to the on-line camputer, it is convenient to
relate the reactivity effect directly to the power level.
*

To the authors' knowledge, the theoretical problem of neutron,
thexmalization in a moderator with a non-miform temperature field,has
not yet been completely resolved.

f
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measured powercoefficient
I&S +C.OOl$ reactivity perMw compared to a
calculated value of -0.007$. The observed coefficient corresponds to a
difference of 22'F between the nuclear average temperature of the graphite
and that of the fuel at 7.2 Mw; the calculated temperature difference was
32'F. This sensitivity
of the power,coefficient
to changes in core temperatures results from the fact that it represents a small difference between
two larger values (the positive reactivity effect of the fuel average
temperature and the negative effect of the graphite average temperature).
As with the other terms in Eq. 1 in which experimental results can be
applied directly, we emphasize that the measured.power coefficient.is
used.in the overall reactivity balance equation.
SamariumPoisoning
The d&e& fission production-decay schemesfor the high-cross-section
isotopes 14'Srn and 151Srnare shown in Figure 2. The numerical values of
effective removal constants due to neutron absorption, ,ba4, given in
Figure 2, are normalized to l.Mw and corrected for the time the fuel spends
In
in the part of the circulating loop external to the reactor,core.
principle, the chains shown in Figure 2 should be connected.by neutron
absorption in lsoSm; other indirect routes for the production of 14'Sm.can
also be considered,5 .However, for the relatively low neutron flux and
fraction of uranium burnup engendered in the MSFE, these corrections can be
neglected. Forperiodic calculation with the B-340
on-line computer, the
differential
equations describing the production and decay schemesin
Figure 2 were converted to finite difference-form.
The formof the equations
used for computation in both decay chains are:

Np(“i + AtI
- N&

= N-(t
‘p ,i )(l

- X At) + C,f;(t,)

At

(2)

+ At) = N&) Cl - cra4+(ti) At].+ Np(ti) X At

(3)

mP(ti) + P(ti + At)
,=
~' 2

(4)

f;(t,l.

wfiere N(ti) is the atomkconcentration
of the.isotope in the fuel salt
at time ti, At is the time interval between calculations of the.concentrations, and F is the average power level during this time interval.
The
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MW-1)
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Figure 2
First Order Decay Schemesfor Production
of
SamariumPoisons in the MsRlT

coefficient C1 is the product of the direct fission.yield
and the average
fission rate per unit volume of fuel salt, normalized to 1%~. Numerical
values of-C1 for the MSREare 6.32 x 1011 and 2.46 x 1011 atoms per.&?
salt per I&wfor the samarium-149 and samarium 151 chains, respectively;
The conversion of the samarium concentrations to a reactivity/effect
requires knowledge of their average cross sections for absorption in the
IGRE~neutroa spectrum and the reactivity
coefficient for a unit absorber
of this type, uniformly distributed in the MSREfuel salt.
In the MSFB
spectrum, all but a small fraction of the absorptions in the samarium
isotopes take place below about 0.9 ev. At 1200°F, the peak of the thermal
spectrum is at approximately 0.09 ev, and 0.876 was chosen as the effective
cutoff for the thermal energy group, for reasons of convenience in theoretical computations. The absorption cross sections, averaged over the
neutron energy spectrum below and above this cutoff energy can be estimated with a fair degree of reliability
with presently available computer
codes. Effective absorption cross-sections can then be obtained which give

G
5

:
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the correct reaction rate when multiplied by the.thermal-group flux.
Theoretical calculations of the coefficients which convert the samarium
absorption rates to reactivity effects must also be employed since a
direct measurement of the reactivity change due to a known amount of.
thermal absorber, uniformly distributed.in
the MSREfuel salt, was not
It may be noted, however, that
obtained fram the zero-powermexpertientsi
considerable indirect support of the theoretical reactivity coefficient
for thermal absorption is given by the close comparison between the
measured and calculated =5 concentration coefficients of reactivity,
mentioned earlier in this report.
Xenon-135 Poisoning

*

1 Early estimates of the magnitude of.xenon-135 poisoning were based
upon the assumption that, at equilibrium, a relatively large fraction of
the xenon.produced in the reactor would diffuse, into the pores of the
graphite moderator and undergo radioactive decay and neutron absorption
there. Continuous removal of some of the xenon from the fuel salt would
be accomplished by circulation of a small bypass stream of salt through
the spray ring in the fuel-pump tank, which contacts the salt with a
stream of helium gas. Estimates of the efficiency of removal of fission
gases by'this stripping apparatus, and also of the expected mass transfer
of xenon to the graphite pores, were based on experiments performed prior
to the nuclear operation of the MSRE
.= Although it was recognized that
the presence of any circulating voids -(undissolved helium gas) would
drastically affect the xenon‘behavior, this aspect of the problem was
first neglected because there was no evidence that circulating voids
would be encountered in the operation of the reactor.
During the zero-pow& operation, several tests were performed to
1
evaluate the response of the system reactivity
to changes in overpressure.
.
*.

.Most of the suggestions and ground work to provide an interpretation
of the xenon behavior in the MSREare due to R.- J. Kedl of the Engineering
Develoment Group.
.~

..

In these tests the systempressure'was slowly increased by &bout 10 psi
and then rapidly reduced to the~norm81 value. If circulating voids had
1
been present, their emnsion when the pressure was reduced would have
expelled somesalt from the core and~reduced the-nuclear reactivity.
Tn
addition, the gas expansion in the entire loop would have raised the salt
level in the fuel-pump tank. There w&s no evidence of undissolved gas in
the tests -performed with the normtil'salt level in the pump tank. However;.
when the salt level was reduced to an abnormally low value, the same,ex$eriments did indicate 1 to 2 volume percent of undissolved gas. We concluded from these tests that circulating voids would not be a.f8ctor in
the xenon poisoning during norm81 power operation.
Soon after power oper8tion of the reactor was started, it became
'.
apparent that the magnitude of the xenon-135 .paisoning w8s much smaller
than had been predicted on the basis of-the above considerations.
At
this point the attempts at on-line calculation of the xenon poisoning were
suspendedand the reactivity-balance
results were used to measure the
actu81 xenon poisoning. Examination of the steady-state results showed
that the low poison level could not be-accounted for with reasoaable
psrameter 'v8lues within the assumption of no circulating voids. In 'addition, the system response to-small pressure changes now indicated a
sm8ll circulating void fraction at normal salt levels 'in the pump tank..
Another set of pressure-release tests was then performed which showed
significant pressure effects at normal conditions.
If all of the observed
effects were attributed to circulating voids (as was done initially),
8
volumetric void fraction of 1 to 2% was indicated.
However, the pressurerelease tests do not necessarily indicate the presence of this amountof
circul8ting voids prior to the pressure release; they only indicate th8t
they are present afterwards.
That is the observed response could be explsined by a stagnant void of fixed volume from which expanding g& could
escape to the circulating stream when the system pressure is reduced. .Such
a void could be anywhere in the loopso long as its volume is unaffected
by pressure (e.g. voids into which salt,cannot penetrate because of surface
tension).
Further analysis of the pressure-release tests showed that most
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of the:excess, gas that was in the-loop after the pressure release was.
removed very'rapidly;
gas-stripp~&ng efficiencies ofi80,to 100s were
calculated.
In view of.the new evidence .for.circulating
voids, .the steady-state
xenon equat2ons'were modified to include bubbles and were reevaluated.
As expected, the .steady-state xenon poisoning was quite sensitive to both.
the volumetric void.fraction
and the bubble-stripping efficiency.
However,
it was found that the-steady-state.xenon poisoning as a function of reactor
power could be,described by a variety of.combinations of void fraction and
bubble-stripping efficiency.
Therefore, the equations were rewritten to
include the time ‘dependencewhich would permit a c:amparison of.calculated
and observed~transient 13sXe.~poisoning effects (as determined by the
change in the critical
position of the regulating rod during the 48 hours
following a change inthe steady-state reactor power level).
The purpose
was to attempt a separation of-those.parameter effects ttit could.not be
separated.in,the steady-state correlations.
The mathematical model used
to calculate the time behavior of the 13%e poisoning is described in
References 7 and 8. In the present section we will give only a qualitative description of the main aspects and assumptions in the model.
Further refinements of the model: for the xenon behavior may also be required.in future operation. These refinements should-not affect the major
conclusions about the overall reactivity behavior.
In the model-chosen, we2haveassumedthat all the iodine-135 produced
from fission remains in circulation with the salt.
After decay to xenon-135,
the xenon migrates to the accessible ,pores of the.graphite at the boundaries
of the fuel channels.and also ,to minute helium bubbles distributed through
the circulating salt stream. An effective mass-transfer coefficient was.
used to describe the transfer-of xenon from.solution zi.nthe circulating
salt to the interface between thealiquid-and the graphfte pores at the
channel boundaries. Rquilibriutn~Henryts-law coefficients were used for
the mass transfer of xenon between the liquid phase atthe interface and
the-gas phase -in the graphite pores. The numerical valueused.for the
mass-transfer coefficient between the circulating salt and the graphite
I
P

,
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.were based on krypton-injection
experiments with flush salt-birculating
in.
the .fuel loop, performed prior to nuclear operation of the- kERR.6:. 'I.
Similar considerations were assumedto apply‘to the mass transfer:of
'&non.fr&n liquid solution to the gas bubbles.. The coeffitiientof
mass
transfer from the liquid. to a small gas bubble; of'the order of Or010 in.
in diameter, moving through the main part of, a fuel channel, was estimated
fram theoreticalmass-transfer-correlations.6
The equilibrium 13%e
poisoning was shown to be relatively insensitive to the bubble diameter and
mass-transfer coefficient,
over'a reasonable range of uncertainty for these
: .
I,
.:
parameters.
Different efficiencies of removal.by the external stripping apparatus.
of xenon dissolved in the salt and that contained in the gas bubbles were
provided for in the computational model. ‘The efficiency of removal
(fraction of xenon removed per unit circulated through the spray ring) of
xenon dissolved in the salt was estimated to be between10 and~l5$, based j
on someearly mock-up experiments t6 evaluate the performance of the xenon
removal apparatus.
The conversion of- the calculated 13J5Xeconcentrations in salt, gas'
bubbles, and graphite pores to the corresponding'reactivity
poisoning
effect follows from considerations similar to those .described in the pre-:.'.
ceding section for the samarium isotopes. Here, however, there is one :
special feature which should be accounted for which is not present in'.the'
case of samarium. This is the non-uniformity of the spatial distribution
of the 13%e in the graphite pores. In the graphite region, .the ?Xe
tends'to assumea "dished" shape, governed by the burnout of the' xenon in.
the neutron flux.
The concentration is minimumnear the center of. the reactor and.maximumnear the boundaries of the graphite region. This .ink..
fluences the net reactivity
effect, since these regions assume different
importances in determining reactivity changes. The calculation of this ...'
: :.
:'*.. .'
"shape correction" factor‘is
described -in Reference 7.
A coml.Mational study-based.on the theoretical model described above
was first performed "off line"; with the aid of anIIM 7090 program. These
theoretical calculations were.campared tith the .data logged by the RR-340.-.
The apparent transient 135Xepoisoning was determined by subtracting all
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other known -power-dependentreactivity effects from the reactivity
change
represented by movementof the regulating rod after a step.change 3n the
This off-line analysis was the most efficient method of making
power level.
a first-round analysis of the 13%e behavior because the many other usage
requirements of the data logger limit us to a relatively simple "point"
‘kinetic model for on-line 'computations, and also because a wide parameter
study can best be performed on a larger machine;
In Figures 3 through 13, we have compared some of the transient reactivity.curves
obtained from this analysis with some experimental transients,
in the chronological order in which -they were obtained. In each of these
figures, the solid curves represent the calculated behavior and the plotted
, points show the observed response fram reactivity-balance
results.
A
measurementof the 1T4Xe/136Xeratio in a sample of the reactor offgas
taken at 7.2 Mwwith the xenon in steady state gave an independent value
for.the magnitude of the 13’Xe boisoning which agreed well with the
At this date, only a few relatively clean
results.
i reactivity-balance
experjslental transients corresponding to step changes in power level (for
which the 7090 program es devised) have been obtained. -However, several
characteristics
of the 135Xe.behavior are indicated from these curves.
These till be discussed by considering the figures inorder,
Figure 3 shows the calculated and observed xenon transients for a '

\

step increase in reactor power from zero to 7.2 Mk. The calculations
(solid curves) were made for a~variety of circulating void fractions (a$
to show the effect of this parameter on-the xenon poisoning. A single
bubble-stripping efficiency (et) of 10%was used for-this figure.
This
relatively low efficiency is equal to the.efficiency
esttiated for the
stripping of xenon dissolved in the salt; it was used-as-a -first approximation because at the time there was no basis for assuming:a higher value
for the bubbles. The effectiveness of the circulating gas in reducing the
poison level is due to the combined effects of the large overall gas-liquid
'
surface area,for mass transfer to the bubbles and of the large xenonstorage capability of the bubbles (because of the extreme insolubility
of
xenon in molten salt).
Thus, the bubbles compete effectively with the
graphite for removal of xenon from the Uquid and xenon in the circulating
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fluid is a less effective poison than that in the graphite because about
two-thirds of the fluid is outside the core at any instant.
The plotted
points represent the observed 13%e reactivity
transient at the beginning
of Reactor Run No. 7 (July 1, 1966). The data indicate that the low
apparent! xenon poisoning at steady state could be explained by a large
void fraction (between 0.5 and 1;O vol$) and a low bubble-stripping
'efficiency.
However, the transient buildup is not closely fitted by these
parameter .values.
In Figure 4, the curves indicate the calculated effect of increasing
the bubble-stripping efficiency for a fixed, relatively small (0.1 vol$)
circulating void. fraction.
The plotted points are for the same reactor
xenon transient shown in Fig. 3. A comparison of Figs. 3 and 4 shows
that the steady-state xenon poisoning is described as well by a 10~ void
fraction with-a high,bubble-stripping
efficiency as it 3,s by a high void
fraction with a low stripping effidiency.
However, the shape of the
transient is described much more closely by the parameter values in Fig. 4.
Figures5,.and 6 show the calculated and observed transient buildup
of a35Xepoisoning after a step.increase in power from zero to 517 MWin
Run No. 8 (October; 1966). Th:knges'of
values of a, and eb used in
these calculations are the sameas those used for Figs. 3.and 4. Again,
the shape of the observed transient is matched more closely by~the calculations which assume a low void fraction and a,high bubble-stripping
efficiency,
Thus, it aj?pears .that the inittal assumption of a low stripping
efficiency for the bubbles was incorrect.
The higher stripping efficiency
not only. fits the.xenon transients better, it is also consistent with the
rates of excess gas removal observed in the pressure-release experiments.
Since the latter experiments do not define the void fraction unambiguously,
the low void fraction that must be associated with a high~stripping
efficiency is also in agreementtith all the data.
Figures 7 and 8 show the-calculated.and observed rz5Xe reactivity
- transients for a power reduction from 5.7 Mw to zero, with the 13zXe
initially
at equilibrium.*
Comparison of the results in this case provides
,
The reader was made subcritical
could be recorded.

before the complete xenon transient
/
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about the same information about the bubble parameters as the earlier
_ .xenon'.buildup transients. -The calculated curves also reveal an important
characteristic
of the transient xenon behavior which is due to variations
in the overall xenon distribution
that result from the choice'of values for
and ES. If the circulating void fraction is low, most of the poisoning
%'
b
effect is due to xenon in the graphite and only a small amount of xenon is
in the circulating fluid.
Xenon thatis produced in the fluid frcm iodine
decay continues to migrate to the graphite for a period of time after the
-power has been reduced. This produces a shutdown peak in the xenon
poisoning. Eventually, the stripping process reduces the xenon concentration in the fluid so that someof the xenon in the graphite can escape
and be stripped out. This results in a more rapid decrease:in xenon
poisoning than simple radioactive decay. As the circulating void fraction
is increased,-/& larger fraction of the xenon inventory (or.poisoning) is
associated with the bubbles.and there is less xenon migration to the
In this case the shutdown peak tends to disappear. This effect
graphite.
makes the shape of the shutdown transients more sensitive to changes.in
the values assumedfor the bubble parameters and thus facilitates
the
process of fitting
the observed data to the calculations.
For this same limited decay transient, Figure 9 shows the effect of
the bubble-stripping efficiency with a slightly larger volume fraction of
circulating gas bubbles (0.15 vol$). Although.the data for this particular
--transient
are somewhatscattered, the combined results from Figures 3
through 9 suggestthat a, and eb might-be bracketed between 0.1 and 0.15
vol$, and 50 to 100s respectively;
A second ls5Xe stripping out-decay transient, observed during
FWYNo. 9 (November, 1966), following reduction in the power.level from
7.4 Mw to zero, is plotted in Figures lo-and 11. Again, the approximate
eb are in agreement with the experimental
. ranges given above for '% and _
.
observations of the shape of the transient and the data show clearly the
small xenon peak expected for these parameter values.
Finally, in Figures 12 and 13, we show the most recent shutdown transient obtained at the terminationof
Run No. 10 (January 14, 1967). In this
case, the apparent 13sXe reactivity
transient was recorded for more than
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,4.0 hours after the reduction in power level.
These results indicate
strongly that the tentative conclusions reached from the earlier comparisons are essentially correct. '
Although substantial.progress
has been made in interpreting the xenon
'.
behavior in the MSRE,the experimental data which have thus far been accumulated.for the transient behavior of the 135Xepoisoning are as yet insufficient to provide .a rigid test of'our model for analysis. As one example,
it should be noted that, if gas bubbles are continuously being ingested
into the main circulating stream as the evidence indicates, the volume of
gas in circulation is probably not constant, but rather is a slowly varying
quantity depending on the level of the liquid in the fuel-pump tank and
the transfer rate of salt to the overflow tank. This dependenceis as
yet not well understood, and future operation is expected to shed further
light in this area.
We should also mention that least-squares methods can be employed to
determine the unknown parameters in the theoretical model for the 135Xe
behavior which.provide a closest fit to the experimental transients.
However, these methods,contain several pitfalls
(primarily,relating
I to the
of the results) when two or
uniqueness, and-hence-to the-interpretation
more parameters in the differential
equations describing the process are
to be determined simultaneously. Their success is best assured
. - if-groundwork is first completed by a broad parameter study such as that summarized
here. We are now.at the point where least-squares techniques will be
useful infurther
refining the conclusions.~
Based on the results opthe off-line,analysis
tith-the~IIM-70p0,
approximate equations and parameters were determined forthe E&R-340
on-line calculation of ,the-?Xe reactivity.effect.
Similar to then case
of the samarium poisoning calculation, these are finite difference equa_. ^.
tions, of the:,form'&veh below:
>
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113' is the'concentration af iodine-135.W the'
circulating
salt,
and X13' is the concentration of xenon-135, with.subin the graphite
scripts
6, g, snd b representing the com$onents'in solution,
pores, and in the circulating helium bubbles, respectively.
The parameters
80. through a12 aredetermined from the analysis described in the preceding
pages, and depend on the fission-yields,
radioactive decay constants, masstransfer coefficients,
bubble~characteristics,
and external stripping
efficiencies.
The factor F is a shape correction factor for the component
of the ls5Xe poisoning in the graphite. Although this is actually a time
dependent quantity, in the IR-340 program we are presently using's constant
value, equal to the correction calculated~under equilibrium conditions
(F 210.8 at F i 7.5.M~).
.
As further experience is accumulated from operation of the MEW;%
efforts will be made to refine the analysis summarized in this section.
In

/
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DensityEffects
of Circulating~&bbles 'on Reactivity
._
In addition to its,indirect
influence on the reactivity
through re:
duction of the 135Xe.poisoning;
:
the'entrainment of undissolved helium in
the circulating'salt
also directly affects reactivity by.increasing the
neutron leakagesfrom the reactor core. !&is "fuel-salt density coefficient
of reactivity"
was estimated earlier as part of the analysis of core physics
characteristics
summarized in Ref.. 4. The value obtained was -0.18$ reactivity'for
one volume percent-of circulating gas bubbles.
/
,Measurementswere made during the zero-power eweriments to evaluate
the reactivity effect due to fuel circulation,
Atthat time there was no
evidence of circulating voids and the measured reactivity effect was -O&21$,
.~
in good agreement.with the calculated decrease due to the loss of delayed
1
neutrons. This measurementwas repeated-in October, 1966, after the
analysis of the 135Xepoisoninghad indicated a circulating void fract!on
of 0:1-t* 0.15 vol$. Prior to the start of circulation,
the fuel salt had
been stored in a drain tank for 11 weeks so it should have been free of
undissolved gas. The observed reactivity change between no circulation
and circulation at steady state this time was -0.23 to -O.25$, an increase
of 01102- o.ci4$. If the mount of gas normally in circulation is a$proximately 0.1 to Oil5 volqd, this means that the density-reactivity
effect
would be in the range of -.02 to.-.03$ reactivity.
Although this result
does not prove the existence of circulating voids, it is at least,consistent with the xenon results.'
Because.the actual amount of gas incirculation appears to vary somewhatduring operation (see also later section
describing operational experience at'the.MSRE), the magnitude of this
r I
reactivity effect isnot well enough established to,be.included as an
Hence,
explicit term in the B-346 on-line reactivity balance;.- calculations.
-%iit is included% the residual reactivity
in the experimental results presented in the.'late.r 'sections~.'
.
~Isotone Burnout.Effects

i

.Wehave already mentioned inan:earlier
section that changes in the
isotopic concentrations o'f lithium-6, uranium-234, -236, and.-238,
plutonium-239, and nonrsaturatingfission
products, all in the salt, and

'

;

..

c
\

,

!

residual boron-10 in the graphite can be lumped together as a single category in terms of their effect on the reactivity of the core. Most of,these
effects manifest themselves as very slowly developing positive reactivity.
changes, dependent on 'the time-integrated power, or energy generated. .!lhe
exceptions are "sU (for which there is a slight increase in concentration.
resulting' fram radiative capture in 235U) and the buildup of non-saturating
fission-product poisons.~
In the MSRR,the 23sU consumedper year's operation at 7.5 Mw is ..
3.56 kg, orapproximately 5 percent of the initial fuel charge. Because '
this represents a relatively low fractional burnup of the fuelj.and because each of the reactivity effects mentioned aboveis a small correction
in the net reactivity balance, we can make convenient first-order
appk;oximations in calculating these effects.
For this purpose, we-have assumed
that the magnitude and energy spectrum of the neutron flux remain,-eonstant during operation at a given power level, and have used calculated
effective cross sections for neutron reactions in this spectrum. With
these assumptions, it is a straightforward exercise to obtain the solutions
to the differential
equations governing the first-order
changes in isotopic
concentrations-with exposure to the'neutron flux.
Wewill omit description
of the algebraic details of these calculations.
-For'all isot0pe.s but
boron-lo, account has to be taken-of the "flux dilution" effect of the
time the fuel spends in the section of the loop'that is external to the
core. ,Thus the calculated volume-average thermal flux* for the entire
fuel loop is 0.665 x 101" n/cm' sec/Mw, whereas the average thermal flux
over the graphite-moderated region of the core is 2.0 x 10X2 n/cm2 sec/Mw.
The boron concentration initially
in the MSRRgraphite was estimated fram
Ref, 9 to be,about 0.8 ppm. In the calculation of the boron-burnout, we
have neglected a-correction factor accounting for the spatial deiendence
of burnout in the graphite region, since the total effect-is quite small.

*

Neutron flux below an effective

thermal cutoff

energy of 0.876,ev.

.
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Table 1 lists the effective cross sections used in these calculations.
The effective cross' sections,Lmultiplied
by the thermal fluxes, give the
to&reaction
rates per atom for neutrons of all energies in the MSRE
spectrum.
Since.the formulas for the reactivity changes corresponding to each
of.the above terms are algebraically similar, it is possible to develop
an approximate formula for a single "'pseudo-isotope" to represent-the net
reactivity effect of thisigroup.in the m-340 calculations.
.The equation
we tise iii:
K =Ao +A, PT +A2ewb11T +A3emb21T+A,eBb3F

'

The parameters Ao through A,, and b1 through b3 in this'formula depend
on the cross sections and initial
isotopic concentrations, and are obtained from the analysis outlined in this section.
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Effective

liable 1
Cross Sections and Reactivity
Due to isotopic Chawes(a)

1

Effects

Effective
Cross Section
iriMSRE Thermal
Spectrum at 12OO'F
(barns-)

I
Isotope *

/

&a.4

aspu (a&.)
pgPu (v x fission)
Eonsaturating fission
Total

(4 The reactivity

products f f)

3.

Approximate
Reactivity
-Effect-at
lo* Mwhrs
(k Sk/k)
.017

Wr.6

362.4

CJ
.

.ooy
.ool(d)

43.5

-.003

22.9
1451.3

,004
w--

2496.7
43.1 (barns/fission)

;051 (net)
-.005
.072

effect of burnup of 25rW is not included in this list,
since this term is treated explicitly
in Eq. 1.
6) Cross section for the reaction %I (n, ol) 3H us'tig the initial
.
%i concentration.
nonnatural enrichment boron (19.8s l"B)
Includes reactivity
increment due to both depletion of ='% and
production of "5.
,
(4 Burnout only.
!
(f) Estimated from Ref. 5.
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EXPERIENCE
WITHTRSON-LINE QUCULATION
Reactivity-balance calculations have been performed for the MSREsince
the'start of reactor operation at significant power. During the very early
stages of the operation, many of the calculations were done manually while
the computer program was being checked-out. Suchicalculations were feasible at that time because the terms which depend on integrated power were
negl-ig$.bly small. Subsequently the on-line computer,was used to execute
modified reactivity balances to provide data for evaluating the xenonpoisoning term. 'At present, the complete reactivity balance is calculated
routinely by the,ccmputer-every 5 minutes and the results.are used without
-further modification during normal operation. ~However, it is still necesr
sary to manually-calculate the dilution effects that occur when the fuel
loop is' drained. Since shutdownoperations may.involve a varSety of fuel
and flush-salt transfers, each-shutdown must be treated as a special case.
:
-w-Power Calculations
The first operation of the MS!%after the zero-power experiments and
hence, the first opportunity to apjjly the' reactivity-balance
calculation
occurred in December, 1965, and January - February, 1966, -during a series
of low-power experiments. (The intervening period, July - December, 1965$
was spent in completing those parts of the system that were required for,
'power operation.)
The reactor was operated at a variety of powers up to
1Mw and a total of 36.5 Mwhr of fission energy-,,wasproduced in these.tests.
rXlri.& the control-rod cal+bration, capsules of enriched fuel were
added to theAloop with the sampler-enricher, and at the end of the zero- .
power'experiments, the =% concentration in the primaryiloop was about 10%
greater-than that in the salt heel which remained in the drain tanks.' Thus,
when the reactor was drained-in July, 1965, a,substantial dilution occurred
which had to be-accounted for -in the reactivity balance.
Stince the computer program for the on-line calculation was not ready
for service during the low-parer tests, manual calculations were performed.
However, the analytic expression for control-rod poisoning and.the various
reactivity
coefficients that were being incorporated . in the computer
cll’
:

._

,’
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,program were applied. Since very little
integrated power was produced,
the xenon, samarium, burnup, and other-fission-product
terms were
neglected.
At low power these calculations provided a test of those terms in the ~
' balance:that do not depend directly on power operation, i.e. control-rod
poisoning, variations in operating temperature, and changes in 23sU concentration.
They also gave some indication of-the inherentaccuracy of
the calculation under the simplest conditions:
These calculations gave a
residual reactivity of +O;Ol,f 0.01s 6k/k. This residual was attributed
to uncertainties in the physical inventory in the-system and was elimir&ted from subsequent reactivity balances. iThat is,.the reference cons
dition for the reactivity balance*was estabiished.as the system condition,
just before the start of power operation. In addition to ver$fying the
"zero-power" reactivity balance,. the calculations at.l.Mw gave an early -.
indication that the power coefficient of reactivity was less negative than_
had been calculated and that the xenon poisoning would be less t.han-we had
expected. (See also pp.9 T 11 and 13 - 32.) As a result of these and
\
later findings, experiments were performed to evaluate these two terms.
Intermediate Calculations

I

Operation.of the reactor at powers and for times that produced sign&cant fission-product terms began in April, 1966. This operation soon
showed that the xenon term was inadequately-treated and that part of the
calculation was temporarily deleted from subsequent computations. The
calculation results from the other terms in the reactivity balance were
then used to aid in the development of anadequate representation of the
._
xenon poisoning.
.
In order to use the reactivity balance to evaluate xenon poisoning, it
was necessary to assume that there were no other unaccounted-for reactivity
effects.
This assumption was not cwpletely valid for the early calculations because of.long-term effects that were neglected, but it was valid
for the relatively short times involved in the xenon transients.
Since
most of the data for the xenon calculation were developed from the reactivity transients after the reactor power was raised or lowered

‘t-Li
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(see pp 13 - 32) th e early errors in the long-term reactivity balances
were of little
consequence.
Figure 14 shows the results of reactivity-balance
calculations without
xenon for all power operation of the reactor between April and July, 1966.
The reactor power is shown with each reactivity'plot
for reference purposes. The reactivity
transients/ associated with the buildup and removal
of xenon due to changea in power are clearly displayed. The apparent
steady-state xenon poisoning at maximumpower (- 7.2 I&r) is 0.25 to
0.3074 Sk/k.
!Chelarge negative-reactivity
transient on June 18 - 19 was caused
by the development of a, large circulating void fraction-in
the fuel loop.
It was known that if the fuel-salt level %nthe pump tank were allowed
to decrease below a given value, the amount of gas in circulation would
increase significantly,.
This condition was reached on June 18 and the
accompanying decrease in average,fuel density pro&ced the reactivity
decrease. The reactivity.recovered
rapidly when the normal pump-tank
level was restored and the excess gas was sttipped out. The response of
the reactivity balance in this event illustrates
the sensitivity
of this
method for detecting minor.anomalies underotherwise normal circumstances.
The reactivity balancescalculated for the period shown in Figure 14
were not completely corrected for long-term isotopic change effects or
for flush-salt dilution.
This is illustrated
by the apparent increase
in the residual reactivity at zero-power.when there was, no xenon' present.
(Note especially the results on April 11, May p, June 13, and July l-and.
21-23.) Corrections for these ~factors tire subsequently applied to the
zero-p-r
balances to evaluate as accurately as'possible.the.long-term
.
drift in the residual reactivity.
.Complete ~Caiculations
The complete reactivity~ balance calculation, .including-all known
effects, was first applied to the period of reactor operation which began
in October, 1966. Figure 15 shy the power history and residual reactivity results on a day-to-day basis for the next'three runs (the reactivity scale in Figure 15 is expanded from that of the preceding figure).
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During steady-state operation the results show only minor variations in
the residual reactivity.
However, in October and November there is still
some indication of a disagreement between the calculated and actual xenon
poisoning, both in the absolute magnitude of the term and in the transient
behavior. The results for December, 1966 and January, 1967 show better
transient agreement but still some difference in the magnitude of the
xenon term.
\
The larger spikes in residual reactivity
can all‘be accounted for by
abnormal reactor-conditions which are not covered.in the reactivity balance.
For example, the spikes on October10 are associated with special experiments during which gas bubbles were circulating with the salt.
Fuel-salt
circulation was interrupted for 2-l/2 hours on October 16 and no xenon
stripping occurred. Whencirculation and power operation were resumed,
the actual xenon-poison level was higher than that calculated in the reactivity balance which assumedcontinuing circulation and stripping while
the power was low.' On -October 23, the salt level in the pump tank was at
an abnormally high level for a brief period. The xenon stripping was'much
less effective in this condition and the xenon-poison level rapidly built
up to a higher value. Whena more normal salt level was restored, the
xenon poisoning returned to the normal value.
!J!heberturbations in residual reactivity during the Novemberoperation
resulted from failure of the calculation to adequately describe the-xenon
transients.
During this run it was necessary to reduce the power on
several occasions because of conditions imposed by the reactor offgas
system. In each case the observed xenon behavior was about the same, indicating a longer time constant for xenon stripping than was calculated in
the model. This disparity in the time constants produced the cyclic be\
havior that was observed.
Considerable aifficulty
was encountered in the operation of the online computer during the last period of operation shown in Jkigure 15. As
8 result, substantial gaps exist in the complete reactivity-balance
results . However, the available results are in good agreement with the expected behavior. Again, the spikes on December23 and 24 and January 12
reflect abnormal reactor operations which resulted in circulating voids.
/
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The smallervariations
(see, for example, the period fram December30 to
January 5) appear to be related to,variations- in the fuel-system overpressure. They may reflect changes -in the circulating void fraction or
variations in the net xenon-stripping efficiency.
4ddftiormCdetailed
analyses &l be required to identifyI the cause of : these small variations.
I
\
Long-Term Residual Reactivity

/
fw
;

The long-term drift in residual reactivity
can best be seen in the
calculation results where there is no xenon present.' In order to make
-this comparison, representative results of this kind have been converted
to a common,basis using current values for all coefficients,
,The major
corrections that we&applied to earlier results were to compensate for
,
long-term isotopic-change effects that-had been neglected and for flush-'
salt dilution effects.
JIach time the fuel loop.is drained a small heel
of the salt that was circulating remains In the'loop.
This salt then
mixes with the material-that
is next introduced into the loop. Whenthe
reactor'is shut down for maintenance the fuel loop is normally rinsed.
with flush salt to remove as much residual radioactivity
as possible.
Then, when the loop is refilled with fuel salt, the remagning flush-salt
heel produces a dilution of the fuel. ,Some additional intermixing occurs
because a commonfill-and-drain
line is used for the two salts.
The extent
of the Salt
intermixing was determined from the amount of uranium that
has appeared in the- otherwise-barren flush salt. .Chemical analyses of
the flush salt indicated the 'amount of tie1 salt that was picked up by the
flush salt in various operations. We then assumedthat a similar volume
of flush salt is added to the fuel.
The-net result of a Plush-salt Pill
and drain followed by a fuel-salt fill. is to reduce the system reactivity
by about 0.054.
The corrected-reactivity-balance
results at zero power with no xenon
present are shown as a function of integrated power in Figure 16. It
should be noted that the reactivity
scaie is greatly expanded and that the
average residual reactivity
fs.only about -~I.05 6k/k. There appears-to
have been a positive shift of-about +O.O& to~tO.O5$~8k/k early in the
operation with insignificant
changes occurring subsequently.
:
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Through the end of Run No. 10 (January, 1967) the reactor had produced 16,450 Mw-hrs, equivalent to 95 days' operation at maximumpower
and substantial changes had occurred in many of the reactivity-balance
terms. Table 2 shows typical values for the various terms in the reactivity balance at the start of power operation and at the end of Run 10.
The values given represent zero-power operation with no xenon present to
emphasize the long-term effects.. The estimated accuracies of the various
terms are included.in the table -for later consideration (see.pp 47 - @).
This table shows dlearly the current 'value of the residual reactivity
of 0.05$.
lEL'l3RFRRTATION
OF RESUL'IIS
Previous R&orts of Results

c

The results presented in this report represent our current evaluation
of the reactivity behavior of the MSREduring the first year of power
operation.
In the -course of this year the accumulation of data and experience has resulted in a number of changes in the calculation of various
terms as well as $n the Wterpretation of the results.
Because of the
interest in the performance of the MSREand the value of the reactivity
balance in assessing that performance, intermediate results have been I
reported from time to time (see especially Reference 10) even though it
was recognized that further ariklysis was required for an accurate interpretation.
-Some.of these results suggested the possibflfty
that the positive residual reactivity was gradually increasing.
This apparent increase
was due to an inadequate treatment of long-term changes in minor salt
constituents and to a misinterpretation
of conflicting data on the circylating void fraction.
It is to be expected that additional modifications'will
be made in
our treatment of the reactivity balance as more operating experience-is
accumulated. However, we feel that,any future refinements will have small
effects and that the current evaluation is reasonably accurate.

,.
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Table 2
Values of Reactivity-Balance
I
at
ZeroPower

Term

Value ($ &k/k)
Start of
Power
After
Operation
16,450 Mwhr

.Effecta
Described

Control-rod
poisoning
Ku235 Excess a3
concentration
Reactor outlet
temperature
Temperature
distribution
Samarium
poisoning '
Xenon
poisoning
cirqilating
bubbles
Isotopeburnout
I Residual

Terms in MSRE

"

a

Change
($' &)!js)

EstimatCd
Uncertainty
(5 &k/k)

-0.911

+0.801

50.020

+1.a5sb

-0.430

50.011

.:

KROD

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

-1:p2
1.785
-0.073

-0.073

OC

0:

0

--

0

-a

_

0

-0.534

-0.534

*o.or(

4

Od

od

e

--

0
0

Changefrom reference condition.
Includes dilution by flush salt.
Value at 7.4 Mw is +0.007$ 6k/k.
Value at 7.4 fi is -0.27s i&/k.
Not currently included.

+0.116
+0.047

.

0

--

--

iaz16
+a047

..
em

+0.006
tko.04

Utilitv

/

of Residual Reactivite

The residual reactivity as determined from the reactivity balance
cannot-be used.by itself as an EtbSQlUte indicator of the reactor performance. Because of the experimental nature of the MSREand the variety
of unknowns associated with the reactivity behavior, particularly
in regard to xenon poisoning,
it was necessary to use the reactor behavior as
.
a tool in'developing the reactivity balance. During this development it,
was necessary to assume that no anomalous reactivity effects were present.
This assumption was supported by a variety of other observations:
the ..
nuclear stability /both at steady power and during transients, a comparison
of predicted and directly observable nuclear characteristics,
chemical
analyses of fuel-salt samples, and examination of in-core irradiation and
corrosion specimens. Even after its development, the reactivity balance
must be used in conjunction with these other observations to insure that
no neglected, but otherwise normal, reactivity-effect
is interpreted as
an anomaly.
The reactivity balance is potentially one of the most sensitive indicators of changing conditions in a system like the MSRE. However, there
are certainly limitations in both the precision and absolute accuracy of
At steady reactor conditions (constant-temperature,
such calculations.,
pressure, and power) the variation in consecutive reactivity balances is
only about OLOl$ 6k/k. This is associated primarily with variations in
the temperature and control-rod-position
readings from the computer and,
therefore, probably represents- the precision limit of the calculation.
\
It is difficult
to,provide a reliable estimate of the confidence
limits of-the calculations summarized in this report.
To a large.extent,
refinements in the analysis to include effects found to besignificant;
together .with reinter@retations of measurements, have to be performed
sequentially as reactor operating.data are obtained. The measurements
of reactivity effects Zmportant inoperation are often interwoven, so
..
that operational data_ taken in connection with one particular effecthave
shed further light on earlier~ measurementspertaining to other effects.;
This process is expected to continue.

Bcause several of the most important terms in the reactivity.balance ..,
(control-$od worth, excess =%J, temperature levels) are based on measurements made during the zero-power nuclear experiments, a rough basis for
discussing the accuracy of these terms is provided by those experiments.
As mentioned in an earlier section, independent measurementsof the
control-rod worth (by means of period-differential
worth experiments and . ,
rod drop-integral worth experiments) were found to be self consistent,
within 5s. Also, the interpretation
of other-reactivity
effects ("%J.
concentration coefficient,
over& temperature coefficient,
and delayed-]
neutron losses) based on the rod calibration were within 5% of the calcu_
lated values. Thus, reasonable confidence limits are probably +- 2.5% on
terms for which experimental measurementsare available and + 5s on -terms
for which only calculations are available.
Application of these limits to
the changes in reactivity leads to an 'uncertainty of + 0.04% 6k/k in the
residual reactivity at zero power with no xenon prese6t.
(See also
Table 2, p 46.)
The very small uncertainty in the residual reactivity makes this a
very sensitive monitor of conditions in the M%E. By comparison, statistical
analysis of the results of chemical analyses of fuel-salt samples
gauea change in a% concentration of -0.025 f O.Oi3 wt$ between the
start of power operation and 16,450 M~-hrs.~l This corresponds to a
reactivity change of -0.36 f O.l@$ 6k/k which can be directly ccPnpared
with the reactivity-balance
value of -0.43.2 0.01% Gk/k.in Table 2. Thus,
while both the reactivity balances and the chemical results indicate normal
behavior the reactivity balances are somewhatmore accurate in this particular,application
and are continuously available during reactor operation.
.
.~
Eff'ects.Not Treated
.Several effects have been mentioned'which have not been explicitly
included in the reactivity-balance
calculations, and for -which cognizance
should be taken. These include the production of photoneutrons through
(r,n) reactions in the berylliumand neutron'absorptions in .the products
which result from reactions that are evaluated., Since only'changes'in
reactivity relative to the reference condition are observed in the reactivity balance, one may show by approximate calculation that the magnitude

,
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of these effects should have negligible direct effect'on the reactivity
balance 2n the &ERR.
Of potentially greater significance amongthe effects known to be
present but not accounted for are (1) the slight changes in the structurai
configuration of the graphite'stringers
and salt ahannels due to neutron
irradiation
damageto the graphite, and (2) the cumulative effects of
irradiation on the control-rod Worth (through burnup of the gadolinium).
Roth these-effects should'appear as slow changes in the residual reactivity.
Radiation &age is expected to'cause the~graphite to shrink, thereby
reducing‘slightly
the axial‘dfmensions of the core, increasing the‘effect%ve graphite density, and causing somebowing of the stringers,due to
'the radial gradient in the neutronflux.
It is difficult
&provide a
precise estimate of the change in cor@.reactivity associated'tith..this
effect, but a reported estimate which should be on the conservative side'
(larger than the actual magnitude)'& about +.07$ Sk/k per MGyr.12~
Although this is in the range which might be detected in the residual reactivity,
no consistent,‘slowly
increasingchange of this magnitude has
been observed in the reaktivity.
In the second case, above, rough calculations supported by caparative
observations in the reactor,-have indicated that the effect of burnout of
the gadolinium on rod reactivity is of negligible significance in the MSRR
operation to date. Rowever, corrections for this'effect
should properly'
,
be accounted for as operation continues into a.substantial fraction of the
core l%fe. A thorough analysis ,oP this effect is planned in the immediate
~f'uture-~
k
.
OneratingLimitations
In the M5REoperating authorization, the USAECrecommendedthat
'bllowable limits on-reactivity
anomalies should be established-and documented before critical
tests begin and ._
should be adhered to during all
operations. :r15 This,was,.and is 'being, done. The operating limits on the
NSRRinclude this one. "At no time during critical
operation of the,reactor will %hereactivity anomalybe allo&
to'exceed 0.5% Sk/k;rf14" '
&i

'

:
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The limit of 0.5s was set in consideration of the consequences of a
very pessimistic hypothetical i&identinvblving
separated uranium.
, It
was postulated that uranium separated from the circulating fuel by some
unspecU+ied process and collected in the lower head of the'rea&or
*
vessel.
Then something caused part of the uraniumLto be.resuspended and
sucked up through the central channels in the core in,a.single blob. (The
velocity in 22 channels near the center is 2.0 ft/sec,.almost
three times
the velocity in the 940 channels covering the main body~of the core.)
The computations were done as follo;ws.15 The shape of-the reactivity
transient due to movementof a blob of uranium-up through a.central‘channel
was ccznputed. -Then the transients in power, temperature, and core pressure
. were computed for various amounts of added reactivity and different initial
powerSlevels. No account was taken of rod scram, only the shutdown pro:
vided by the-negative temperature coefficient of reactivity.
The computed
power excursions were brief, producing sharp but momentary increases in
the temperature of the fuel in the core (but little
change in graphite
temperature) and pressure surges in the core due-to fuel-salt expansion..A tolerable excursion (one which would not be expected to cause damage)
was defined as one in.which the pressure surge was less than 50 psig and
the peak fuel temperature was less than 18OOOF. The limit was reached by
incidents in which the reactivity addition peaked,at 0;7$ 6k/k. The.
amount of.excess uranium that would give this reactivity was computed to
be 0.8 kg (neglecting self-shielding
in the blob, which would increase the
amount of uranium required).
The next step was to decide what fraction of a uranium deposit might
reasonably be pictured as becoming detached and passing through the'core
as postulated.
In HRES2(an aqueous fluid-fuel
reactor where fuel separation could and did occur), deposits could be dispersed by movementof the
loose core-inlet screens in the turbulent flow, or by steam formation, and
\
I
.
\
*
There is'no known mechanismby which such a separation could'occur
under the conditions maintained in the H33E.
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the dispersed material was soluble. Even under!these condftions the
.largest sudden recovery of uranium was less than 0.1 of the existing deposits.
In the E&E, on the'other hand, deposits of uranium as UOp.should.
be quite stable so the probability of resuspension of any significant
fraction should be quite small. Therefore, we considered that an assumption of sudden resuspension of 10 percent of the separated uranium was
,
quite conservative.
~~
i
With the foregoing pessimistic assumptions, one computes that the
.
separation:of 8 kgof uranium is the maximumamount tolerable; -.If this
much were to separate from the circulating fuel and collect in a region of
low nuclear importance, the reactivity would decrease by 0.54 6k/k. This
was set then as the maximumallowable reactivity anomaly.
Conclusions
Several conclusions can be~drawnfrom the experience with the
reactivity-balance
calculation during the first year of power operation of
the MSRE. The calculation has provided an invaluable tool for evaluating
the performance of the- reactor system, particularly
in connection with the
xenon-poisoning .problem. The results have been accurate and precise enough
' to permit a detailed analysis ,and evaluation of mechanismswhich would
otherwise have been largely indeterminate in the reactor. 'In addition,
they have provided the operating staff with a real-time monitor of the
condition of the-reactor system.
Possibly the most important conclusion is that the reactivity balance
.
has shown, within very narrow confidence limits, no anomalous reactivity
behavior during
power operation.
The long-term change ,_
i this firstyear~of
that has occurred is lower than the allowable anomaly by's factor of:10
and there have been no unexplained short-term deviations.
!This experience
shows with.considerable.confidence
that the reactor.has performed as.ex- _
petted in all respects that could affect the nuclear reactivity.
.: .- ~~
_ :.
.
.
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